GENERAL NOTES:
1. ALL COMPONENTS IN THIS SYSTEM SHALL BE LABELED WITH THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (EXAMPLE): TBN-13-123
2. SEQUENTIAL NUMBER
3. SYSTEM IDENTIFIER
4. STRUCTURAL LOCATION
5. TANK NAME

COMPONENTS IN THE SYSTEM DRAWING SHALL ONLY BE THE COMPONENT IDENTIFIED AND IDENTIFIED NUMBER (EXAMPLE: 244-375). THIS SYSTEM SHALL ALSO USE THE APPROPRIATE COMPARTMENT NUMBER.

1. FOR DRAWING NUMBER IDENTIFICATION, EQUIPMENT IDENTIFICATION AND DRAWING LEGEND SEE H-14-020500.
2. HIGH SIP TUBE ON JUMPER IN TANK IS PLUGGED.
3. EQUIPMENT HAS NOT BEEN RECALIBRATED PER THE H-14 LABELING CONVENTION.
4. TAG NUMBER FOR THE H-14-020500.

PARTIALLY SUPERSEDES
H-2-38217 SH 1 REV 11
H-2-38222 SH 1 REV 2